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Abstract Online Social Networks (OSNs) witness a
rise in user activity whenever a major event makes
news. Cyber criminals exploit this spur in user engagement levels to spread malicious content that compromises system reputation, causes financial losses and degrades user experience. In this paper, we collect and
characterize a dataset of 4.4 million public posts generated on Facebook during 17 news-making events (natural calamities, sports, terror attacks, etc.) over a 16month time period. From this dataset, we filter out two
sets of malicious posts, one using URL blacklists and
another using human annotations. Our observations reveal some characteristic differences between malicious
posts obtained from the two methodologies, thus demanding a two-fold filtering process for a more complete
and robust filtering system. We empirically confirm the
need for this two-fold filtering approach by cross validating supervised learning models obtained from the
two sets of malicious posts. These supervised learning
models include Naive Bayesian, Decision Trees, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) based
models. Based on this learning, we implement Facebook
Inspector (FbI), a REST API based browser plug-in for
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identifying malicious Facebook posts in real time. Facebook Inspector uses class probabilities obtained from
two independent supervised learning models based on
a Random Forest classifier to identify malicious posts in
real time. These supervised learning models are based
on a feature set comprising of 44 features, and achieve
an accuracy of over 80% each, using only publicly available features. During the first nine months of its public deployment (August 2015 - May 2016), Facebook
Inspector processed 0.97 million posts at an average
response time of 2.6 seconds per post, and was downloaded over 2,500 times. We also evaluate Facebook Inspector in terms of performance and usability to identify further scope for improvement.
Keywords Facebook · Malicious Content · Machine
Learning · Realtime System

1 Introduction
Social network activity rises considerably during events
that make news, like sports, natural calamities, etc. [Szell
et al., 2014]. For example, the 2014 FIFA World Cup
final inspired more than 618,000 tweets per minute, a
new record for Twitter. Facebook also saw 350 million users generating over 3 billion posts, comments
and likes during the 32 days of the world cup. 1 This
enormous magnitude of activity during sports and other
news events makes OSNs lucrative venues for malicious
entities to compromise system reputation and seek monetary gains. Facebook, being the most preferred OSN
for users to get news [Holcomb et al., 2013], is potentially the most attractive platform for malicious enti1
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ties to launch cyber-attacks. These attacks have become more sophisticated over the years, and are no
longer limited to unsolicited bulk messages (spam and
promotional campaigns), drive-by malware downloads,
etc. Recently, cyber criminals exploited the context of
various news events to spread hoaxes and misinformation, luring victims into scams, and phishing attacks on
Facebook [Marca.com, 2014, Zech, 2014]. It has been
claimed that Facebook spammers make $200 million
just by posting links [TheGuardian, 2013]. Such activities not only degrade user experience but also violate
Facebook’s terms of service. In rare cases, hoaxes have
reached the extent of claiming human lives. 2 Facebook
has acknowledged spam and hoaxes as a serious issue,
and taken steps to reduce malicious content in users’
newsfeed [Owens and Turitzin, 2014, Owens and Weinsberg, 2015].
Researchers have been studying malicious content
in the form of spam and phishing for over two decades.
However, the definition and scope of what should be labeled as “malicious content” on the Internet has been
constantly evolving since the birth of the Internet. With
respect to Online Social Networks, state-of-the-art techniques have become efficient in automatically detecting
spam campaigns [Gao et al., 2010, Zhang et al., 2012],
and phishing [Aggarwal et al., 2012] without human involvement. Meanwhile, new classes of malicious content
pertaining to appropriateness, authenticity, trustworthiness, and credibility of content have emerged in the
recent past. Some researchers have studied these classes
of malicious content on OSNs and shown their implications in the real world [Castillo et al., 2011, Gupta
and Kumaraguru, 2012, Gupta et al., 2012, Mendoza
et al., 2010]. All of these studies, however, resorted to
human expertise to identify untrustworthy and inappropriate content and establish ground truth, due to the
absence of efficient automated techniques to identify
such content. We focus on a similar class of malicious
content pertaining to trustworthiness and appropriateness in this work (in addition to traditional spam, and
phishing), which currently requires human expertise to
identify.
In this paper, we address the problem of automatic
real-time detection of malicious content generated during news-making events, that is currently evading Facebook’s detection techniques [Stein et al., 2011]. To this
end, we collected 4.4 million public posts generated
by 3.3 million unique entities (users / pages) during
17 news-making events that took place between April
2013 and July 2014. We constructed two ground truth
datasets for malicious Facebook posts, using URL black2

http://news.discovery.com/human/psychology/socialmedia-ebola-hoax-causes-deaths-14100.htm

lists and human-annotation. Comparing the two datasets
revealed various differences (and some similarities) amongst
the malicious posts obtained using the two methodologies. Thus, we propose a two-fold scheme to identify
malicious posts using two separate supervised learning
models. We propose an extensive feature set consisting
of 44 publicly available features to automatically distinguish malicious content from legitimate content in real
time. Unlike prior work [Gao et al., 2010, Gao et al.,
2012, Rahman et al., 2012], our technique does not rely
on message similarity features which have been heavily
used to detect spam campaigns in the past. In addition, we do not rely on the engagement level achieved
by posts (likes, comments, etc.), since these attributes
build up over time, and are unavailable at zero-hour.
Our experiments show that prior clustering based
spam detection techniques are able to detect less than
half the number of malicious posts as compared to our
supervised learning model. We use our models to deploy Facebook Inspector (FbI), a REST API 3 based
browser plug-in, that can be used to identify malicious
content on Facebook in real time. FbI is freely available
for both Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox browsers,
and has been downloaded over 2,500 times in the first
nine months of its deployment. During this period, FbI
received over 2.7 million requests and has evaluated
slightly over 0.97 million unique public Facebook posts.
Using this data, we evaluated FbI in terms of response
time, and found that the response time for approximately 80% of all public posts analyzed by FbI was
under 3 seconds. Our contributions are as follows:
– Characterization of malicious content generated on
Facebook during news-making events. Our dataset
of 4.4 million public posts is one of the biggest
datasets of public Facebook posts in literature.
– Extensive feature set for identifying malicious content in real time, excluding features like likes, comments, shares, etc. which are absent at post creation
time.
– Two-fold filtering approach using models trained on
separate ground truth datasets obtained through
human-annotation and URL blacklists.
– Publicly available end-user solution (Facebook Inspector) in the form of a REST API and a browser
plug-in to identify malicious posts in real time. We
also evaluated FbI with real users and found it fast
and useful in most cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
discuss the related work in Section 2. The methodology
adopted for data collection and labeled dataset creation
3
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is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the characterization and analysis of our datasets. The results
of our automatic detection techniques are described in
Section 5. Section 6 describes the implementation details and evaluation of Facebook Inspector. Section 7
discusses the challenges we faced in working with Facebook. Section 8 explains the limitations of our research,
and we conclude our work in Section 9.

2 Related work
Facebook has its own immune system to safeguard its
users from unwanted malicious content [Stein et al.,
2011]. This system performs real-time checks and classifications on every read and write action. Facebook’s
immune system is based on four design principles, viz.
quick detection and response, covering a broad and
evolving interface, sharing signals across channels, and
classification in real time. This system uses a set of components and techniques to differentiate between legitimate actions and spam. These components are standard
classifiers like Random Forest, Support Vector Machines,
Logistic Regression, a feature extraction language, dynamic model loading, a policy engine, and feature loops.
Despite this immune system deployed by Facebook, unwanted spam, phishing, and other malicious content
continues to exist on Facebook.

2.1 Detection of malicious content on Facebook
Gao et al. presented an initial study to quantify and
characterize spam campaigns launched using accounts
on Facebook [Gao et al., 2010]. They studied a large
anonymized dataset of 187 million asynchronous “wall”
messages between Facebook users, and used a set of
automated techniques to detect and characterize coordinated spam campaigns. The authors detected roughly
200,000 malicious wall posts with embedded URLs, originating from more than 57,000 user accounts. Following
up their work, Gao et al. presented an online spam filtering system that could be deployed as a component
of the OSN platform to inspect messages generated by
users in real time [Gao et al., 2012]. Their approach focused on reconstructing spam messages into campaigns
for classification rather than examining each post individually. They were able to achieve a true positive
rate of slightly over 80% using this technique on their
dataset of 187 million Facebook wall posts. The authors
reported an average throughput of 1,580 messages/sec
and an average processing latency of 21.5ms. However,
the clustering approach used by authors always marked
a new cluster as legitimate and was unable to detect
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malicious posts if the system had not seen a similar
post before. We overcome this drawback by eliminating
dependency on post similarity and using classification
instead of clustering.
In an attempt to protect Facebook users from malicious posts, Rahman et al. designed a social malware
detection method which took advantage of the social
context of posts [Rahman et al., 2012]. The authors
were able to achieve a maximum true positive rate of
97%, using a SVM based classifier trained on 6 features. The classifier required 46ms to classify a post.
This model was then used to develop MyPageKeeper 4 ,
a Facebook app to protect users from malicious posts.
Similar to Gao et al’s work [Gao et al., 2010], this work
was also targeted at detecting spam campaigns, and relied on message similarity features. Such techniques are
efficient in detecting content which they have seen in the
past, for example, campaigns. However, none of these
techniques are capable of detecting malicious posts in
real time, which their systems haven’t seen in the past.

2.2 Detection of malicious content on other OSNs
Building on their prior work on detecting spam campaigns on Facebook, Gao et al. proposed Tangram, a
system to detect template-based spam on Twitter in
real time [Gao et al., 2014]. The authors empirically analyzed the textual pattern of a large collection of Twitter spam, and reported that the majority (63.0%) of
the collected spam is generated with underlying templates. By extracting and exploiting these templates,
the authors reported a true positive rate of 85.4% for
detecting template based spam on Twitter. The proposed algorithm is also tested on comments generated
on Facebook, and yields a lower true positive rate of
77.8% [Zhu et al., 2016]. Although Tangram achieves
decent detection rates for template based spam, it is
important to note that less than two-thirds (63.0%) of
all spam messages, as reported by the authors, are template based. In contrast, our approach behind Facebook
Inspector enables it to detect malicious content including template based spam across the entire landscape of
malicious content, and still achieve a higher true positive detection rate.
In addition to template based spam detection, multiple machine learning models have been proposed in
the past to detect malicious content on other social networks such as Twitter and YouTube [Benevenuto et al.,
2010, Grier et al., 2010, Wang, 2010]. The efficiency of
such models comes from features like age of the account,
number of social connections, past messages of the user,
4
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etc. [Benevenuto et al., 2010], which are not available
publicly on Facebook. Other techniques make use of
OSN specific features like user replies, user mentions,
retweets (Twitter) [Grier et al., 2010], views and ratings
(YouTube) [Benevenuto et al., 2009], which are absent
in Facebook. Blacklists have been shown to be ineffective, capturing less than 20% URLs at zero-hour [Sheng
et al., 2009].
For efficient real time detection of malicious posts
on Facebook, our approach utilizes various Facebookspecific features (for example, page category, and post
type) which are publicly available at the time of post
creation. This approach eliminates any dependency on
post similarity. In addition, our model does not rely
on features which are generated over time, for example
likes, comments, shares, etc. This makes our approach
robust for detection in real time, as soon as a post appears on the social network.
3 Methodology
There exists a wide range of malicious content on OSNs
today. These include phishing, advertising campaigns,
content originating from compromised profiles, artificial reputation gained through fake likes, etc. We do
not intend to address all such attacks. We focus our
research on identifying two kinds of malicious posts, a)
posts containing a malicious URL, and b) posts which
violate Facebook’s terms 5 or community standards 6
(containing hate speech, profanity, etc.) or are spam
with respect to the event under consideration. We attempt to create automated means to detect such posts
in real time, without looking at the landing pages of the
URLs (if any) and ignoring features which are absent
at post creation time (likes, comments, etc.). We stress
on not visiting the landing pages of URLs since this
process induces time lag and increases the time taken
by real-time systems to make a judgment on a post.
Figure 1 represents the high level flow diagram of the
methodology we followed in this paper.
3.1 Data collection
We collected data using Facebook’s Graph API Search
endpoint [Facebook Developers, 2013] during 17 newsmaking events that took place between April 2013 and
July 2014. We used event specific terms for each of
the 17 events (see Table 1) to collect relevant public
posts. All events we picked for our analysis, made headlines in international news. To maintain diversity, we
5
6
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Fig. 1: High level flow diagram capturing the methodology followed in this work.

selected events covering various domains like political,
sport, natural hazards, terror strikes and entertainment
news. For all 17 events, we started data collection from
the time the event took place, and stopped about two
weeks after the event ended.
Unlike other social networks like Twitter, Facebook
does not provide an API endpoint to collect a continuous random sample of public posts in real time. Thus,
we used the search API to collect data. A drawback of
the search method is that if a post is deleted or removed
(either by the user herself, or by Facebook) before our
data collection module queries the API, it would not
appear in the search results. We repeated the search
every 15 minutes to overcome this drawback as much
as possible. In all, we collected over 4.4 million public Facebook posts generated by over 3.3 million unique
users and pages. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics
of our final dataset.

3.2 Labeled dataset creation
Multiple techniques have been used in the past to obtain ground truth data for spam, fake profiles and other
malicious content. These include looking up third party
URL blacklists for phishing, malware, spam, and other
kind of malicious URLs present in content, crowdsourcing methods such as human annotations through
services like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 7 , CrowdFlower 8 ,
annotation / coding by topic experts, etc. However,
most work in the past has employed only one of these
techniques to obtain ground truth data for solving a
problem. Although each of these techniques are widely
accepted, they may not necessarily achieve completeness when used individually. URL blacklists, for exam7
8
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Table 1: Event name, keywords used as search queries, number of posts, and description for the 17 events in our
dataset of public Facebook posts.
Event (keywords)
Missing Air Algerie Flight AH5017

# Posts
6,767

(ah5017; air algerie)

Boston Marathon Blasts (prayforboston;

1,480,467

marathon blasts; boston marathon)
Cyclone Phailin (phailin; cyclonephailin)

60,016

FIFA World Cup 2014 (worldcup;

67,406

fifaworldcup)

Unrest in Gaza (gaza)

31,302

Heartbleed bug in OpenSSL (heartbleed)

8,362

IPL 2013 (ipl; ipl6; ipl2013)
IPL 2014 (ipl; ipl7)

708,483
59,126

Lee Rigby’s murder in Woolwich

86,083

(woolwich; londonattack)

Malaysian Airlines Flight MH17 shot
down (mh17)
Metro-North Train Derailment (bronx

27,624
1,165

derailment; metro north derailment;
metronorth)

Washington Navy Yard Shootings
(washington navy yard; navy yard
shooting; NavyYardShooting)
Death of Nelson Mandela (nelson;
mandela; nelsonmandela; madiba)

4,562

1,319,745

Birth of the fist Royal Baby

90,096

(RoyalBabyWatch; kate middleton;
royalbaby)
Typhoon Haiyan (haiyan; yolanda;
typhoon philippines)
T20 Cricket World Cup (wt20; wt2014)

486,325

Wimbledon Tennis 2014 (wimbledon)

2,633

25,209

Description
Air Algerie flight 5017 disappeared from radar 50 minutes after take
off on July 24, 2014. Found crashed near Mali; no survivors.
Two pressure cooker bombs exploded during the Boston Marathon
at 2:49 pm EDT, April 15, 2013, killing 3 and injuring 264.
Phailin was the second-strongest tropical cyclone ever to make landfall in India on October 11, 2013.
20th edition of FIFA world cup, began on June 12, 2014. Germany
beat Argentina in the final to win the tournament.
Israel launched Operation Protective Edge in the Hamas-ruled Gaza
Strip on July 8, 2014.
Security bug in OpenSSL disclosed on April 1, 2014. About 17% of
the world’s web servers found to be at risk.
Edition 6 of IPL cricket tournament hosted in India, April-May 2013.
Edition 7 of IPL cricket tournament jointly hosted by United Arab
Emirates and India, April-May 2013.
British soldier Lee Rigby attacked and murdered by Michael Adebolajo and Michael Adebowale in Woolwich, London on May 22, 2013.
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 crashed on 17 July 2014, presumed to
have been shot down, killing all 298 on board.
A Metro-North Railroad Hudson Line passenger train derailed near
the Spuyten Duyvil station in the New York City borough of the
Bronx on December 1, 2013. Four killed, 59 injured.
Lone gunman Aaron Alexis killed 12 and injured 3 in a mass shooting
at the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) headquarters inside
the Washington Navy Yard in Washington, D.C. on Sept. 16, 2013.
Nelson Mandela, the first elected President of South Africa, died on
December 5, 2013. He was 95.
Prince George of Cambridge, first son of Prince William, and Catherine (Kate Middleton), was born on July 22, 2013.
Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda), one of the strongest tropical cyclones
ever recorded, devastated parts of Southeast Asia on Nov. 8, 2013.
Fifth ICC World Twenty20 cricket competition, hosted in Bangladesh
during March-April, 2014. Sri Lanka won the tournament.
128th Wimbledon Tennis championship held between June 23, and
July 6, 2014. Novak Djokovic from Serbia won the championship.

ple, are likely to miss out on self-promoting or advertising spam generated by Facebook applications since the
facebook.com domain never appears on a URL blacklist. This kind of content, however, can easily be identified and marked by human annotators. On the other
hand, using human annotation alone causes scalability
issues and cannot be used to identify ground truth from
large datasets containing millions of posts. This technique is often used on small samples drawn from large
populations, making it susceptible to missing out on
true positives which may not be captured in the sample under consideration. Using automated techniques
like machine learning on such small datasets poses further complications like over-fitting etc., which need to
be addressed separately.
To obtain ground truth data for malicious Facebook
posts, we employed two methodologies, viz. URL blacklist lookup, and human annotation, and created two

separate datasets of malicious posts. We now discuss
the methodologies for each of these datasets in detail.
3.2.1 Dataset I: Using URL blacklists
To create a labeled dataset of Facebook posts containing a malicious URL, we started by filtering out all
posts containing one or more URLs. These URLs were
added to the set of URLs present in the link field (if
available) for each post. These extracted URLs were
then visited using Python’s Requests package. 9 In case
the Requests package failed, the URLs were visited using LongURL API. 10 Visiting the landing pages of
the URLs helped us to eliminate invalid URLs and
capture the correct final destination URLs corresponding to shortened URLs. After the extraction and val9
10
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idation process, we were left with a total of 480,407
unique URLs across 1,222,137 unique posts (see Table 2). Each URL was then subjected to six blacklist lookups, viz. Google Safebrowsing [Google, 2014],
SURBL [SURBL, URI, 2011], PhishTank [OpenDNS,
2014], SpamHaus [SpamHaus, 2014], VirusTotal [Hispasec Sistemas S.L., 2013], and Web of Trust [WOT,
2014] in October 2014. This methodology of identifying
malicious content using URL blacklists has also been
used in past research [Chu et al., 2012, Gao et al., 2010].

malicious if it was marked as malicious by SURBL,
Google Safebrowsing, SpamHaus or PhishTank.
Table 3: Category labels and descriptions returned
by the WOT API. Source: WOT API Wiki
(https://www.mywot.com/wiki/API), last retrieved on
May 31, 2016.
Category
Negative

Questionable

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of complete dataset collected over April 2013 - July 2014.
Unique posts
Unique entities
- Unique users
- Unique pages
Unique URLs
Unique posts with URLs
Unique entities posting URLs
Unique posts with malicious URLs
Unique entities posting malicious URLs
Unique malicious URLs

4,465,371
3,373,953
2,983,707
390,246
480,407
1,222,137
856,758
11,217
7,962
4,622

For a given domain, the scan results returned by
the VirusTotal API contain domain information from
multiple services like TrendMicro, BitDefender, WebSense ThreatSeeker, etc. We marked a URL as malicious if one or more of these services categorized the
domain of the URL as spam, malicious, or phishing.
The Web of Trust (WOT) API returns a reputation
score for a given domain. Reputations are measured for
domains in several components, for example, trustworthiness, and child safety. For each {domain, component} pair, the system computes two values: a reputation estimate and the confidence in the reputation.
Together, these indicate the amount of trust in the domain in the given component. A reputation estimate of
below 60 indicates unsatisfactory. The WOT browser
add-on requires a confidence value of ≥ 10 before it
presents a warning about a website. We tested the domain of each URL in our dataset for two components,
viz. Trustworthiness and Child Safety. For our experiment, a URL was marked as malicious if both the aforementioned conditions were satisfied (Algorithm 1). In
addition to reputations, the WOT rating system also
computes categories for websites based on votes from
users and third parties. We marked a URL as malicious
if it fell under the Negative (including malware, scams
etc.) or Questionable (including hate, incidental nudity
etc.) category (Table 3). Further, a URL was marked

Description
Malware, viruses, poor customer experience, phishing, scam, potentially illegal,
adult content
Misleading claims, unethical, privacy
risks, suspicious, hate, discrimination,
spam, potentially unwanted programs,
ads, pop-ups, incidental nudity, gruesome
/ shocking

Algorithm 1 Detecting malicious posts from WOT
reputation scores
for all posts do
for all URL domains do

components = GetComponentsFromWOT API
for all components do
if reputation < 60 and confidence ≥ 10 then
post = malicious
end if
end for
end for
end for

The reason for including WOT reputation scores
in our labeled dataset of malicious posts was two-fold.
Firstly, to study Facebook’s current techniques to counter
malicious content. Facebook partnered with WOT to
protect its users from malicious URLs [Facebook Developers, 2011]. Secondly, during news-making events,
malicious entities tend to engage in spreading fake, untrustworthy and adult content to degrade user experience [Gupta et al., 2013]. This kind of information,
despite being malicious, is not captured by blacklists
like Google Safebrowsing and SURBL, since they do
not fall under the more obvious kinds of threats like
malware and phishing. WOT scores helped us to identify and tag such content. In all, we found 4,622 unique
malicious URLs across 11,217 unique Facebook posts
(see Table 2). We refer to this dataset as Dataset I for
the rest of the paper.
3.2.2 Dataset II: Using human annotation
We took help from human annotators to obtain another
ground truth dataset regarding whether a post is malicious or not, in context of the event under considera-
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tion. Human annotation for understanding the ground
truth is a well-established research methodology and
has been widely used to categorize OSN data [Ahmed
and Abulaish, 2012, Benevenuto et al., 2010, Castillo
et al., 2011]. We recruited annotators through wordof-mouth publicity in multiple educational institutions.
All our annotators were undergraduate computer science students between the age of 17 and 21, and were
regular Facebook users. For the 17 selected events, we
picked a random sample of 500 posts per event for annotation. We developed a web interface for the annotation
task and assigned unique login credentials (username
and password) to each annotator. We offered a monetary reward of approximately US $4 to each annotator
for annotating one event (500 posts). We asked the annotators to select one of three options for each post:
This is spam, This is not spam, or Can’t say (skip).
To help the annotators make a decision, we gave them
the following definition of spam in general, and spam
in terms of online social networks:
“Any irrelevant or unsolicited messages sent over
the Internet, typically to large numbers of users, for the
purposes of advertising, phishing, spreading malware,
etc. are categorized as spam. In terms of online social
media, social spam is any content which is irrelevant
/ unrelated to the event under consideration, and / or
aimed at spreading phishing, malware, advertisements,
self promotion etc., including bulk messages, profanity,
insults, hate speech, malicious links, fraudulent reviews,
scams, fake information etc.”
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the annotation portal. Each post was annotated by three different annotators. A total of 25,500 judgments were made (17 events
× 500 posts × 3 annotations) to establish the ground
truth dataset.
For all our analysis, we only selected posts for which,
all three annotators agreed upon the same label. This
was done to ensure that our ground truth dataset is of
best quality. After eliminating posts with partial agreement, we were left with a final dataset of 4,412 posts
(571 spam and 3,841 not spam). We refer to this dataset
as Dataset II for the rest of the paper.
We have made all our datasets (the 4.4 million posts,
Dataset I, and Dataset II) publicly available for research purposes. The data is available as a list of unique
Facebook post IDs and annotations (wherever applicable) for all posts in our datasets. The same can be downloaded from http://precog.iiitd.edu.in/resources.html.
4 Analysis
We first present our findings about the efficiency of
Facebook’s current techniques of malicious content de-
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tection. We then study the differences between malicious and legitimate content on Facebook using Dataset
I and Dataset II.

4.1 Efficiency of Facebook’s current techniques
Facebook’s immune system uses multiple URL blacklists to detect malicious URLs in real time and prevent
them from entering the social graph [Stein et al., 2011].
Understandably, the inefficiency of blacklists to detect
URLs at zero-hour limits the effectiveness of this technique [Sheng et al., 2009]. We queried the Graph API
in November 2014 to check if Facebook removed any
of the 11,217 malicious posts 11 from our Dataset I after being posted. We found that only 3,921 out of the
11,217 (34.95%) malicious posts had been deleted. It
was surprising to note that almost two thirds of all malicious posts (65.05%) which got past Facebook’s realtime detection filters remained undetected even after
4 (or more) months (July - November, 2014) from the
date of post. Collectively, these posts had gathered likes
from 52,169 unique users and comments from 8,784
unique users at the time we recollected the data. Using
the URL endpoint of the Graph API 12 , we also found
that the 4,622 unique URLs present in the 11,217 malicious posts had been shared on Facebook over 37 million
times. Figure 2 shows one such malicious post from our
dataset which went undetected by Facebook. The short
URL in the post points to a scam website which asks
users to like posts on Facebook to earn money.

Fig. 2: One of the 7,296 malicious posts from our
dataset which were not deleted by Facebook. We revisited this post after 11 months of being posted.

Above analysis suggests that a large portion of malicious content which goes undetected by Facebook’s
filters not only stays undetected, but thrives on users’
likes, comments and shares. With 4.75 billion posts generated on Facebook every day [Facebook et al., 2013],
11 We refer to a post as malicious if it contains a malicious
URL.
12 https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graphapi/reference/v2.2/url
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re-scanning all posts to check for malicious content can
be computationally expensive. This demands for an alternative real-time detection technique which does not
rely on blacklists to identify malicious content.
WOT warning pages: Facebook partnered with Web
of Trust in 2011 to protect its users from malicious
URLs [Facebook Developers, 2011]. According to this
partnership, Facebook claims to show a warning page
to the user whenever she clicks on a link which has been
reported for spam, malware, phishing or any other kind
of abuse on WOT (Figure 3). To verify the existence of
this warning page, we manually visited a random sample of 1,000 posts containing a URL marked as malicious by WOT, and clicked on the URL. Surprisingly,
the warning page did not appear even once. We also noticed that over 88% of all malicious URLs in our dataset
(4,077 out of 4,622) were marked as malicious by WOT.

Fig. 3: Warning page supposed to be shown by Facebook whenever a user clicks on a link reported as abusive on WOT.
Next, we analyzed both Dataset I and Dataset II in
three aspects – a) textual content and URLs, b) entities
who post malicious content, and c) metadata associated
with malicious content. We now look at all these three
aspects individually.

4.2 Dataset I: URL Blacklists
Textual content and URLs: We first looked at the
most commonly appearing posts in Dataset I. Similar
to past work [Gao et al., 2010], we found various campaigns promoting a particular entity or event. However,
campaigns in our dataset were very different than those
discussed in the past. Table 4 shows the top 10 campaigns in our dataset of malicious posts. We found that
most campaigns in our dataset were event specific, and
talked about celebrities and famous personalities who
were part of the event. Although this seems fairly obvious because of our event based dataset, such campaigns
reflect the attackers’ preferences of using the context
of an event to target OSN users. Attackers now prefer
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to exploit users’ curiosity about news-making events in
addition to hijacking trends and posting unrelated content (like promoting free iPhone, illegal drugs, cheap
pills, free ringtones, etc.) using topic specific keywords
to spread malicious content.
Investigating further, we found that the most common type of malicious posts (52.0%) in our dataset
were the ones with URLs pointing to adult content
and incidental nudity, and marked unsafe for children
by WOT. The second most common type of malicious
posts comprised of negative and questionable category
URLs. These categories comprised of malware, phishing, scam, misleading claims, unethical content, spam,
hate, discrimination, potentially unwanted programs,
etc., and accounted for 45.2% of all posts. Posts containing untrustworthy sources of information (38.22%)
were the third most common type of malicious posts. Interestingly, only 325 malicious posts (2.9%) advertised
a phishing URL. This is a drastic drop as compared
to the observations made by Gao et al. in 2010, where
authors found that over 70% of all malicious posts in
their dataset advertised phishing [Gao et al., 2010]. We
also found that 18.4% of the malicious posts in our
dataset (2,064 posts out of 11,217) advertised one or
more shortened URLs. Past literature has shown wide
usage of shortened URLs to spread malicious content
on microblogging platforms [Antoniades et al., 2011,
Chhabra et al., 2011]. Use of short URLs has significantly increased mostly due to restriction of message
length on OSNs like Twitter. However, restriction on
message length does not apply on Facebook. This implies that the primary reason behind usage of shortened
URLs on Facebook is obfuscation of actual malicious
URLs.
In addition to post categories, we also looked at
the most common URL domains in our dataset. We
Table 4: Top 10 most common posts in our dataset of
malicious posts.
Post Summary
Sexy Football Worldcup - Bodypainting
10 Things Nelson Mandela Said That Everyone
Should Know
Was Bishop Desmond Tutu Frozen Out of Nelson
Mandela’s Funeral?
Nude images of Kate Middleton
The Gospel Profoundly Affected Nelson Mandela’s Life After Prison
Promotion of Obamacare (Affordable Care Act)
through Nelson Mandela’s death
Radical post about Nelson Mandela
Was Nelson Mandela a Christian?
R.I.P. Nelson Mandela: How he changed the
world
Easy free cash

Count
155
154
105
73
72
67
54
41
36
29
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Fig. 4: Snapshot of the web interface presented to the annotators. The interface also presented a short description
of each of the 17 events.
observed that Facebook and YouTube constituted almost 60% of all legitimate URLs shared during the
17 events. The remaining legitimate URLs largely belonged to news websites (cnn.com, bbc.co.uk, etc.). On
the contrary, malicious URLs were more evenly distributed across a mixture of news, blogs, sports, entertainment, etc. websites. Our dataset revealed that
a large fraction of malicious content comprised of untrustworthy sources of information, which may have inappropriate implications in the real world, especially
during events like elections, riots, etc. Most previous
studies on detecting malicious content on online social networks have concentrated on identifying more
obvious threats like malware and phishing [Benevenuto
et al., 2010, Grier et al., 2010, Wang, 2010]. There exists
some work on studying trustworthiness of information
on micro-blogging platforms like Twitter [Castillo et al.,
2011, Gupta and Kumaraguru, 2012]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no past work addresses the problem of identifying untrustworthy content on Facebook.
Entities posting malicious content: Content
on Facebook is generated by two types of entities –
users and pages. Pages are public profiles specifically
created for businesses, brands, celebrities, causes, and
other organizations. Unlike users, pages gain “fans,”
people who choose to like a page. In our dataset, we
identified pages by the presence of category field in the
response returned by Graph API search [Facebook De-

velopers, 2013] during the initial data collection process. The category field is specific to pages; we used
this field to differentiate between pages and user profiles. We found that pages were more active in posting
malicious URLs as compared to legitimate URLs. Pages
were observed to constitute 21% (1,676 out of 7,962) of
all malicious entities, while only 10% of all legitimate
URL posting entities were pages. A similar percentage
of pages (12%) was found to constitute all legitimate
entities in our dataset. We also found 43 verified pages
and one verified user among entities who posted malicious content. The most common type of verified pages
were radio station pages (12), website pages (5) and
public figure pages (4). Combined together, the 43 verified pages had over 71 million likes.
It is important to note that most of the past attempts at studying malicious content on Facebook did
not capture content posted by pages, and concentrated
only on users [Ahmed and Abulaish, 2012, Gao et al.,
2010, Stringhini et al., 2010]. Malicious content originating from pages in our dataset brings out a new dimension, which hasn’t been studied in the past. Facebook limits the number of friends a user can have, but
there is no limit on the number of people who can like
(subscribe to) a page. Content posted by a page can
thus, have much larger audience than that of a user,
making malicious content posted by pages potentially
more widespread and dangerous than that posted by
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Percentage)

individual users. We found that in our dataset, pages
posting malicious content had 123,255 likes on average
(min. = 0, max. = 50,034,993), whereas for legitimate
pages, the average number of likes per page was only
45,812 (min. = 0, max. = 502,938,006).
Metadata:
Facebook allows users to post content through a variety of platforms (applications), viz. web (browsers),
mobile devices (apps for Android, iOS etc.), cross platform and media sharing applications (HootSuite, Photos, Videos, etc.), and other third party applications.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the top 25 applications used to post content in Dataset I. 13 We observed
that over 51% of all legitimate content was posted
through mobile apps. This percentage dropped to below 15% for malicious content. Third party applications
were used to generate 6% of all malicious content in
our dataset as compared to only 0.11% of all legitimate
content being generated by such applications. This behavior reflects that malicious entities make use of web
and third party applications (possibly for automation)
to spread malicious content, and can be an indicator
of malicious activity. Legitimate entities, on the other
hand, resort to standard mobile platforms to post.
Although Facebook has more web users than mobile
users [Facebook, 2014], our observations may be biased
towards mobile users due to our event specific dataset.
Past literature has shown high social network activity
through mobile devices during such events [Gupta et al.,
2013].
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Fig. 5: Sources of malicious content, legitimate content
with URLs, and all legitimate content. Mobile platforms were preferred over web for posting legitimate
content.
We also observed significant difference in the content types that constituted malicious and legitimate
content. Over 50% of legitimate posts containing a URL
were photos or videos whereas this percentage dropped
to below 6% for malicious content. A large proportion of these photos and videos were uploaded on Face13

The top 25 applications were used to generate over 95%
of content in all three categories we analysed.

book itself. This was one of the main reasons for facebook.com being the most common legitimate domain
in our dataset. We used these, and some other features
to train multiple machine learning algorithms for automatic detection of malicious content. The results of our
experiments are presented in Section 5. We now present
our findings from our analysis of Dataset II.

4.3 Dataset II: Human annotations
Similar to our findings from Dataset I, we characterized
Dataset II and observed some key characteristics which
separated human-annotated malicious posts from legitimate posts. We focus on a similar set of characteristics
as Dataset I.
Textual content: Similar to Dataset I, we found
three campaigns in Dataset II advertising different URLs
from the same domain. Interestingly, the top two campaigns comprised of posts containing URLs pointing
to Facebook applications. Table 5 shows the details of
these campaigns we found in Dataset II. We observed
that only 11% of the posts which were part of the
Hyundai Nepal campaign (first row in Table 5) contained a text message, and none of the posts in the
other two campaigns contained a text message. Further, unlike Dataset I, we did not find any campaigns
based on textual similarity in Dataset II. The main reason for this finding can be attributed to the fact that
more than half the posts in Dataset II did not have any
text messages at all.
We noticed that 66.19% of malicious posts in Dataset
II (378 out of 571) did not contain any text message,
this percentage dropped to 14.16% (544 out of 3,841) for
legitimate posts. For Dataset I, the percentage of posts
containing text messages was considerably higher, and
did not vary much across malicious (73.6%) and legitimate posts (88.6%). We also noticed that majority of
legitimate posts in Dataset II comprised of short text
messages containing “prayers” for victims (in case of
crisis events), updates and personal opinions (in case of
non-crisis events). On the other hand, spam posts were
often long pieces of text containing advertisements, promotional content, and propaganda. On average, text
messages in spam posts in Dataset II were 6.1 times
longer than legitimate posts. We observed a similar
trend for Dataset I, where text messages in malicious
posts were approximately 3 times longer than legitimate posts. These numbers indicate rudimentary differences between spam and legitimate posts generated
during news-making events, and highlight that posts
containing short text messages are indicators of legitimate content.
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Table 5: Campaigns found in Dataset II. Two of the three campaigns existed across more than one event.
Campaign (URL)

App. name

https://www.facebook.com/hyundainepal/app 652950454797250

Hyundai
Worldcup
Prediction
Smile

https://apps.facebook.com/sskampot/?source=feed&like book=*.
user likes *
http://www.iforum.gr/?arthro=*

Total
size
5,112

No. of events
affected
1

100

1,650

7

23

481

4

SURBL, and VirusTotal for each URL present in the
469 malicious posts containing a URL. We found that
only three out of the 469 posts contained a malicious
URL captured by at least one of the six URL blacklists we looked up. Prior approaches to detect spam
and other types of malicious content on Facebook have
heavily relied on URLs blacklisted by third parties, and
spam keywords in posts to identify spam posts [Gao
et al., 2010, Rahman et al., 2012]. Our observations reveal that these approaches would fail in our case due
to the absence of blacklisted URLs, and text content in
posts generated during news-making events.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of all applications
used to post content in Dataset II. We observed that
45.23% of all legitimate content was posted through
mobile devices, followed by 35.95% content originating
from the web (Figure 5). These percentages dropped
significantly to 15.93% and 20.84% respectively in case
of malicious posts. Over 51% of malicious posts originated from third party applications, which was a drastic
increase from 6.74% in case of legitimate content. This
behavior contradict our observations from Dataset I,
where majority of malicious posts originated from the
web. However, the increased participation of third party
applications in generating malicious posts was in line
with our observations from Dataset I.
60"

Legitimate
Legi=mate"

50"
Percentage)

It was interesting to note that 250 out of the 571
malicious posts (43.78%) in Dataset II contained URLs
pointing to Facebook apps, as compared to zero legitimate posts containing URLs pointing to Facebook
apps. We found no malicious posts pointing to Facebook apps in Dataset I, since Dataset I was obtained using URL blacklists and facebook.com or apps.facebook.com
domains never appeared on any URL blacklist. This
characteristic highlights the inability of URL blacklists
in detecting malicious content, and hence a drawback
of detection models built using ground truth data obtained from URL blacklists [Chu et al., 2012, Gao et al.,
2010]. This also signifies that Facebook posts containing URLs to Facebook apps are a strong indicator of
malice during news-making events.
Entities posting malicious content: Observations from Dataset II revealed a uniform distribution of
male users, female users, and pages across malicious and
legitimate posts. We observed that approximately 22%
of all content originated from pages across both malicious and legitimate posts. Similarly, the male:female
gender ratio was found to be approximately 3:1 for
both malicious and legitimate posts. These observations contradict our observations in Dataset I where
male:female ratio and user:page ratio were different
across malicious and legitimate posts.
Metadata: Facebook posts have a separate link
field, which captures URLs (if any) present in text messages. We noticed that 82.13% of all malicious posts
(469 out of 571) in Dataset II contained a URL, whereas
only 34.44% of legitimate posts (1,323 out of 3,841) contained a URL. This behavior was contrasting as compared to text messages (discussed previously), where
majority of malicious posts in Dataset II did not contain any text. Combined, we observed that 66.19% malicious posts in Dataset II were isolated URLs posted
with no supporting textual content, whereas this percentage dropped to 13.66% for legitimate posts. This
behavior highlights that posts containing isolated URLs
are indicators of malicious content.
To see if URLs contained in posts in Dataset II were
malicious, we looked up six URL blacklists, viz. Web
of Trust, Google Safebrowsing, Phishtank, SpamHaus,

iForum.gr

Size
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32
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40"
30"
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Fig. 6: Distribution of platforms used to post malicious
and legitimate content in our dataset. Mobile was the
most preferred platform for posting legitimate content.
Third party applications were most common in malicious posts.
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5 Detecting malicious content automatically
Past efforts for automatic detection of spam and malicious content on Facebook largely focus on detecting
campaigns [Gao et al., 2012, Gao et al., 2010], and rely
heavily on message similarity features to detect malicious content [Rahman et al., 2012]. Researchers using this approach have reported consistent accuracies of
over 80% using small feature sets comprising of 6-7 features. However, this approach is ineffective for detecting
newly emerged malicious content since the aforementioned models require to have seen similar spam messages in the past. To overcome this inability, we propose
an extensive set of 44 features (see Table 6) to detect
malicious content, excluding features like message similarity, likes, comments, shares etc., which are absent
when new malicious posts surface. We group these 44
features into four categories based on their source; Entity, Text content, Metadata, and Link.
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sion trees, ensemble methods (Random Forests), and
Support Vector Machines. We now present our analysis on Dataset I and Dataset II separately. The same
set of 44 features was used to train separate models
on Dataset I and Dataset II. All experiments were performed using Python Scikit-learn library. 14

5.1 Dataset I: URL Blacklists

We trained four supervised learning models using 11,217
unique malicious posts as the positive class and 11,217
unique legitimate posts, randomly drawn from the
1,210,920 unique legitimate posts in Dataset I (see Table 2) as the negative class. We performed 10-fold cross
validation on the training set for evaluation. In addition, each experiment was performed ten times, each
time using a random sample drawn from the negative
class (legitimate posts), and keeping the positive class
(malicious posts) constant. The results were averaged
out across all ten observations. Standard deviation in
Table 6: Features used for machine learning experiaccuracy across all ten observations was less than 1.5%
ments. We extracted features from four sources, viz.
for all experiments. Table 8 describes the results averentity, content, metadata, and link. Link features were
aged across all ten experiments in detail. The Random
averaged if multiple URLs were present in a post.
Forest Classifier performed the best and achieved an
average accuracy of 85.05%, with an average recall of
Source
Features
Entity (9)
is a page / user, gender, page category, has
86.89%. We also performed classification experiments
username, username length, name length,
using the four category features separately, and obno. of words in name, locale, likes on page
served that link features performed the best, yielding an
Text content Presence of !, ?, !!, ??, emoticons (smile,
accuracy of 82.56% using the Random Forest Classifier.
(18)
frown), no. of words, avg. word length, no.
of sentences, avg. sentence length, no. of
A combination of all four category features, however,
English dictionary words, no. of hashtags,
outperformed the individual category scores, signifying
hashtags per word, no. of characters, no.
that none of the category features individually could
of URLs, no. of URLs per word, no. of upidentify malicious posts as accurately as their combinapercase characters, no. of words / no. of
unique words
tion.
Metadata
App, has facebook.com URL, has Facebook
To study the effect of the number of features on
(10)
app URL, has Facebook event URL, has
the
model, we calculated 10-fold cross validation accumessage, has story, has link, has picture,
racy of the Random Forest Classifier using 1-44 featype, link length
tures, adding features one by one in decreasing order
Link (7)
has HTTP / HTTPS, hyphen count,
paramters count, parameter length, no. of
of their feature importance value. Feature importance
subdomains, path length
was calculated using the feature importances attribute
in Python Sklearn’s RandomForestClassifier method. 15
Using our observations from Section 4 and Section 4.3, We found that the accuracy peaked to 86.62% at the top
seven features (Figure 7(a)). All four classifiers achieved
we included features like App (platform used to post),
higher accuracy when trained on the top seven features,
post type, entity gender, page category, and entity class
as compared to the accuracy achieved when trained on
(entity is page or user), which we found to be differenall 44 features (see Table 8). Table 7 shows the infortiating the malicious and benign class. In addition, we
mation gain value and source of the top 10 features.
tried to capture as much publicly available information
Presence of a Facebook.com URL was found to be
corresponding to a post as possible while constructing
the
most important feature in our model (see Table 7).
the feature set, in order to make our model robust.
We performed experiments using multiple supervised
14 http://scikit-learn.org
learning techniques on both our datasets, including prob- 15 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.html
abilistic classification techniques (Naive Bayes), deci-
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Table 7: Source and information gain value of the top
10 features.
Feature

Source

Presence of Facebook.com URL
Length of parameter(s) in URL
Post type
Length of link field
No. of parameters in URL
No. of sub-domains in URL
Length of URL path
No. of hyphens in URL
Application used to post
Presence of story field

Metadata
Link
Metadata
Metadata
Link
Link
Link
Link
Metadata
Metadata

Info.
gain
0.240
0.222
0.221
0.209
0.177
0.101
0.095
0.083
0.079
0.071

This was mainly because the facebook.com domain appeared in approximately half of all legitimate posts
in Dataset I. However, facebook.com never appeared
in malicious posts since it never appeared on any of
the URL blacklists from where we obtained our ground
truth for Dataset I (as discussed previously). We also
found the “post type” feature to be the third most
important feature, conforming to our initial observations from Section 4.2 where we found considerable
difference in malicious and legitimate post types. Figure 7(b) shows the receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curve for the Random Forest classifier using all
44 features, where we achieved maximum area under
curve (AUC) of 0.935.
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Fig. 7: (a) Accuracy values of the Random Forest Classifier trained on Dataset I for one through 44 features. Accuracy peaked to 86.62% at top 7 features.
(b) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for
the Random Forest Classifier trained on Dataset I using all 44 features. The Area Under Curve (AUC) was
0.935.

5.1.1 General model versus event-specific model
It can be argued that malicious Facebook posts in general may not be different from malicious posts appearing during news-making events and thus, a general model

1.2"

trained on a random sample of Facebook posts may
suffice to mitigate all malicious posts irrespective of
whether they are generated during an event or not.
However, from our initial observations, we hypothesize that this approach would be incompetent since
malicious posts in general are different from malicious
posts generated during news-making events. To confirm our hypothesis, we collected a separate, non eventspecific dataset of Facebook posts from April 2013 –
March, 2015. This dataset was collected by querying
the Graph API using http as a search keyword and consisted of 267,517 posts. We used the same methodology
to find malicious posts from this dataset, as we did
for Dataset I (Section 3.2.1) and obtained 5,446 posts
containing malicious URLs. We refer to this dataset as
Dataset III. We compared these 5,446 malicious posts
from Dataset III with the 11,217 malicious posts from
Dataset I and found some drastic differences.
Textual content and URLs: We found multiple
spam campaigns in Dataset III. Majority of these campaigns advertised adult content, followed by malicious
app downloads, online money making scams, and politics. Unlike Dataset I, none of the campaigns in Dataset
III involved any celebrities or events. Figure 8 shows tag
clouds of the most frequently occurring terms in the
message field of posts in Dataset I and Dataset III. As
evident from the tag clouds, there was minimal overlap
between malicious content posted during news-making
events and malicious content posted in general. We also
observed that a large proportion of malicious posts in
Dataset III (38.49%) comprised of a facebook.com URL.
Although the facebook.com domain never appeared in
a URL blacklist, a large proportion of malicious posts
in Dataset III comprised of a facebook.com URL in addition to a blacklisted URL in the same post. This behavior affected the “no. of URLs per word” feature in
our feature set. This feature was thus found to be the
fourth most important feature during our supervised
learning experiments.
Entities posting malicious content: Observations from Dataset I revealed that about 21% of all
posts containing a malicious URL originated from Facebook pages. We observed that this percentage rose sharply
to 65.86% in Dataset III. 16 This rise increased the importance of the pageLikes feature, which turned out
to be the third most important feature in our supervised learning model trained on Dataset III. In contrast,
this feature was amongst the least important features
in Dataset I.
Metadata: We observed that less than 1% (53 out
of 5,446) malicious posts in Dataset III were generated
16

Overall, only 24.74% of all posts in Dataset III originated
from pages.
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Table 8: Ten-fold cross validation accuracies for four classifiers over six different feature sets.
Feature Set
Naive Bayesian

Decision Tree

Random Forest

SVM (rbf)

Metric
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC

Entity
54.79
76.53
13.82
0.552
63.02
65.00
56.45
0.663
63.47
64.94
58.25
0.696
61.77
74.80
35.53
0.665

Text
52.41
70.61
8.29
0.636
64.78
69.84
52.00
0.645
66.25
73.85
50.70
0.705
64.89
67.74
56.86
0.693

Metadata
71.60
64.30
97.23
0.784
80.56
77.40
86.36
0.872
80.67
76.86
87.45
0.879
78.75
72.42
92.93
0.843

Link
69.25
73.89
59.57
0.766
82.34
77.57
91.03
0.885
82.56
77.48
91.66
0.901
81.45
75.36
93.49
0.856

All
56.15
78.62
16.91
0.566
84.67
84.20
85.47
0.847
85.05
83.76
86.89
0.935
75.89
69.46
92.45
0.860

Top 7
74.72
68.05
93.93
0.799
86.17
83.81
89.65
0.883
86.62
83.97
90.56
0.935

83.66
78.28
93.20
0.894

creased sharply from about 70% in Dataset I to 87.49%
in Dataset III. Additionally, 36.83% of all malicious
posts in Dataset III were photos. This percentage
dropped to a bare 2.51% in case of Dataset I.

(a) Most frequently occurring terms in Dataset I.

(b) Most frequently occurring terms in Dataset III.

Fig. 8: Tag clouds of top 75 most frequently occurring
terms in Dataset I and Dataset III. The size of the word
is proportional to its frequency. Stop words and URLs
have been removed.

from third party applications. This was a considerable
drop as compared to Dataset I, where 6% of all malicious posts were generated from third party applications. Malicious posts originating from the web also in-

To consolidate and quantify support against our null
hypothesis, we performed further experiments using supervised learning. We picked a data sample comprising
of the 5,446 malicious posts and a random sample of
5,446 legitimate posts drawn from the aforementioned
non event-specific dataset (Dataset III) of 267,517 posts
containing URLs. Using this data sample, we trained
a Random Forest Classifier with the same feature set
as described in Table 6. A 10-fold cross validation on
this model yielded an accuracy of 90.39%. However,
when this model was tested on Dataset I (event-specific
dataset comprising 11,217 malicious and 11,217 legitimate posts), the accuracy plummeted to 55.64%. This
drop in performance disproved our null hypothesis and
confirmed that a model trained to detect malicious posts
in general is not capable of detecting event-specific malicious posts efficiently. Malicious posts generated during news-making events need to be addressed separately,
which we attempt to achieve in this work.
5.1.2 Performance over time
To check the effectiveness of our technique over time,
we trained 3 models (M1, M2, and M3) using all 44 features by splitting our dataset into 3 equal-sized subsets
across time (M1 trained on D1 = April - July, 2013; M2
trained on D2 = August - December, 2013; M3 trained
on D3 = January - July, 2014). We also collected test
data about the Ebola outbreak in Africa during August
- October, 2014, consisting of 3,248 malicious and 3,248
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randomly picked legitimate posts (D4). Each model was
evaluated a) using 10-fold cross validation, and b) by
testing on all data subsets from future time intervals.
For example, M1 was tested on D2, D3, and D4; M2 was
tested on D3, and D4, etc. Figure 9 represents the performance of all models over time. True positive rates obtained from 10-fold cross validation on all models were
consistently high, and varied between 88.6% and 94.3%.
However, we noticed a gradual overall decrease in the
true positive rates of all models over time (except M1).
Model M1 (trained on April - July, 2013 data) showed
a considerable rise in performance when tested on D4
(Ebola dataset).

True%Posi*ve%Rate%

100#

M1#

M2#

M3#

95#
90#
85#
80#
75#
70#
April#-#July#
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Fig. 9: True positive rates of all models generated from
Dataset I over time. Encircled points indicate true positive rates on 10-fold cross validation. M1 reached the
lowest true positive rate of 72.1% over Jan - July, 2014
test data.
Drop in true positive rates possibly indicate attackers’ changing strategies over time. However, to maintain high true positive rates, the model can easily be
retrained by collecting data using the methodology described in Section 3.2.
5.1.3 Performance comparison with previous models
Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2012] used a clustering approach
to identify spam campaigns and used features from these
clusters to train a supervised machine learning model.
In contrast, our technique treats each post separately
and also takes individual malicious posts (which are
not part of a campaign) into consideration. Since Gao
et al.’s system was designed to detect spam messages
which were part of a campaign, the authors could not
estimate the amount of malicious posts that this approach missed (false negatives). To this end, we applied the same clustering technique and threshold values used by Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2010] on our dataset
to get an estimate of the false negatives of their approach. Since our entire dataset was already labeled
(as opposed to Gao et al.’s dataset), we did not apply

clustering on our entire dataset to find malicious posts.
Instead, we applied clustering only on malicious posts in
our dataset, and compared how many of those clusters
met the distributed and bursty threshold values previously used (>5 users per cluster, and <90 minutes median time between consecutive posts respectively). Applying clustering on our 11,217 malicious posts yielded
a total of 4,306 clusters. Out of these, only 183 clusters (containing 4,294 posts) met the distributed and
bursty thresholds, yielding a high false negative rate
of 61.7%. These results indicate that existing clustering techniques may not be the best approach to detect malicious posts which are not part of a campaign.
Our supervised learning models eliminate dependency
on message and time proximity, and makes our technique more robust and efficient at detecting malicious
posts irrespective of whether they are part of a campaign or not.
Due to the unavailability of Gao et al.’s dataset, and
absence of social degree and interaction history features
in our dataset, we were not able to do an ideal comparison of our detection techniques. Also, while Gao et al.’s
system was designed to be deployed at the OSN service provider side, our approach uses completely public
features and is deployed at the client side. We believe
that the performance of our model will increase if it
is deployed at the OSN service provider side and supplied with more user and post metadata which is not
available publicly.
We were unable to compare our model accuracy results with other previous work due to two major reasons; a) absence of features like likes, comments, message similarity etc. at zero-hour (used by Rahman et
al.), and b) public unavailability of features like number
of friends, message sent, friend choice, active friends,
page likes etc. (used by Stringhini et al. [Stringhini
et al., 2010] and Ahmed et al. [Ahmed and Abulaish,
2012]). We believe that the addition of features like
likes, comments, and shares to our feature set is likely
to increase the accuracy of our model. However, as discussed earlier, using these features hampers the real
time aspect of our detection technique.
5.1.4 Crisis versus Non-crisis events
Extensive research has been conducted to highlight the
use and importance of OSNs during crisis events [Palen,
2008, Semaan and Mark, 2012, Mendoza et al., 2010,
Acar and Muraki, 2011, Rudra et al., 2016].
This
prompted us to analyze crisis and non-crisis events in
our dataset separately, and perform experiments to see
if our feature set could be used more effectively for
identifying malicious content during crisis events specif-
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ically. Table 9 shows the events in our dataset which we
marked as crisis 17 and non-crisis.
Table 9: Crisis and non-crisis events in our dataset. We
used the Oxford Dictionary definition of crisis to mark
events as crisis or non-crisis.
Crisis (9)

Non-crisis (8)

Air Algerie missing plane, Boston
Blasts, Cyclone Phailin, Unrest in Gaza,
Malaysian Airlines Flight MH17 crash,
Metro North Train Derailment, Typhoon Haiyan, London Terror Attacks,
Washington Navyyard shooting
FIFA Worldcup 2014, Heartbleed bug in
OpenSSL, IPL 2013, IPL 2014, Death of
Nelson Mandela, Birth of the Royal baby,
T20 cricket world cup, Wimbledon 2014

We split Dataset I into two components – comprising of posts related to a) crisis, and b) non-crisis events.
We used Random Forests to train models for each of
these components separately using the same 44 features, and performed 10-fold cross validation for evaluation. The experiment produced an accuracy of 83.79%
(ROC area under curve = 0.921) for crisis events, and
an accuracy of 85.93% (ROC area under curve = 0.947)
for non-crisis events. These results indicated that although marginally, it was harder to identify malicious
posts during crisis events as compared to non-crisis
events.
Table 10 shows the information gain values corresponding to the top 10 most important features for our
crisis and non-crisis event specific models separately.
We noticed that 8 out of the top 10 features were common across both models, signifying similarity within
classes across crisis and non-crisis events. This similarity pointed to the presence of common traits within
posts containing malicious URLs across crisis and noncrisis events. Given that the accuracies for crisis and
non-crisis event specific models was also similar, we conjecture that a common model can be used for identifying malicious content across both crisis and non-crisis
events efficiently.

5.2 Dataset II: Human annotations
Similar to our machine learning analysis for Dataset I,
we performed extensive analysis on Dataset II using
multiple supervised learning techniques. For Dataset
II, we generated our training set using 571 malicious
17 We marked events as crisis based on the following definition of crisis from the Oxford English Dictionary: “A time of

intense difficulty or danger”

Table 10: Most important features for identifying malicious content during crisis and non-crisis events separately.
Feature

Source
Crisis Events
Presence of Facebook.com URL Metadata
Length of parameter(s) in URL
Link
Metadata
Post type
Length of link field
Link
No. of parameters in URL
Link
Length of URL path
Link
No. of hyphens in URL
Link
Link
Link is HTTP
Application used to post
Metadata
Locale
User
Non-crisis Events
Presence of Facebook.com URL Metadata
Metadata
Length of link field
Length of parameter(s) in URL
Link
Post type
Metadata
No. of parameters in URL
Link
No. of subdomains in URL
Link
Metadata
Application used to post
No. of hyphens in URL
Link
Length of URL path
Link
Metadata
Presence of story field

Info. gain
0.203
0.189
0.184
0.179
0.117
0.092
0.059
0.051
0.040
0.039
0.251
0.245
0.242
0.234
0.205
0.133
0.105
0.096
0.093
0.072

posts and 571 legitimate posts randomly drawn from
the 3,841 legitimate posts we had obtained during the
annotation process. Similar to Dataset I, we performed
10-fold cross validation on the training set for evaluation. In addition, each experiment was performed ten
times, each time using a random sample drawn from
the legitimate class, and keeping the malicious class
constant. The results were averaged out across all ten
observations. Standard deviation in accuracy across all
ten observations was less than 4% for all experiments.
Table 11 shows the average performance we achieved
for all our experiments.
The Random Forest Classifier performed slightly better than the other classifiers and achieved an accuracy
of 80.56% with an area under the ROC curve (ROC
AUC) of 0.873. Although the SVM classifier yielded a
higher precision than Random Forest Classifier, a better
recall and higher ROC AUC value prompted us to use
the Random Forest Classifier for further experiments.
Link based features performed better than a combination of all features for Dataset II. This observation was
unlike our observation from Dataset I, where a combination of all features performed better than Entity,
Text, Metadata or Link features individually.
We studied the effect of the number of features on
the model by adding features one by one and observing the 10-fold cross validation accuracy of the Random Forest Classifier trained on Dataset II. The accuracy remained fairly consistent throughout, and peaked
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Table 11: Ten-fold accuracy scores averaged across ten experiments for each classifier. Although SVM classifier
gave best accuracy, Random Forest Classifier had better recall and ROC AUC.
Feature Set
Naive Bayesian

Decision Tree

Random Forest

SVM (rbf)

Metric
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
ROC AUC

Entity
51.67
50.74
80.28
0.530
51.66
51.51
48.62
0.525
52.86
53.20
51.38
0.537
53.16
52.48
63.89
0.544

at all 44 features. Table 12 shows the top 10 features
in Dataset II. Interestingly, even though Link features
performed the best, no Link features appeared in the
top 10 features. This implies that while individual Link
features might be weak, a combination of these features
was the strongest combination for distinguishing malicious posts from legitimate ones. The top 10 features
also conformed to some of our observations from Section 4.3, where we found “message length” (captured
by no. of characters in text message, no. of sentences,
etc.) and “application used to post” to be the discriminating features. Further, as compared to Dataset I, we
observed a heavy shift from Metadata and Link features towards Text features among the most important
features in Dataset II.

Table 12: Source and information gain value of the top
10 features in Dataset II.
Feature

Source

Length of URL path
Length of link field
No. of characters in text message
No. of URLs per word in text message
No. of sentences
Presence of https in URL
Presence of Facebook App URL
Avg. sentence length in text message
Length of parameter(s) in URL
Avg. word length in text message

Link
Metadata
Text
Text
Text
Link
Metadata
Text
Link
Text

Info.
gain
0.250
0.245
0.242
0.236
0.233
0.230
0.223
0.218
0.216
0.215

Text
51.60
52.57
8.28
0.738
73.16
70.36
80.52
0.678
76.56
77.27
74.92
0.806
76.52
81.50
68.84
0.780

Metadata
72.45
98.64
45.81
0.803
79.01
86.85
68.60
0.785
79.87
86.99
70.19
0.832
78.18
83.57
70.42
0.836

Link
77.58
85.39
66.71
0.835
81.04
88.41
71.47
0.833
81.49
89.05
72.56
0.856
80.37
89.29
69.20
0.845

All
67.63
71.52
76.46
0.728
76.17
75.67
76.88
0.763
80.56
87.59
70.76
0.873

73.79
88.49
54.95
0.810

5.2.1 Crisis versus Non-crisis events
Similar to the experiments we performed in Section 5.1.4,
we split Dataset II into crisis and non-crisis event related posts and repeated the experiments for this dataset.
A 10-fold cross validation on a model trained using Random Forests and the same feature set resulted in an
accuracy and ROC AUC value of 76.34% and 0.841 respectively for crisis events. In case of non-crisis events,
these values increased to 84.06% and 0.922 respectively.
These results were in line with the results obtained during experiments performed on Dataset I, and reflected
that it was harder to detect malicious posts during crisis events as compared to non-crisis events.
Table 13 shows the information gain values associated with the top 10 features for crisis and non-crisis
event specific models separately. We observed that the
two models had only 4 features in common in the top 10,
as opposed to our models corresponding to Dataset I,
where 8 out of the top 10 features were common across
crisis and non-crisis event specific models. We noticed
higher information gain values for the top features corresponding to non-crisis events as compared to crisis
events, signifying that features in non-crisis event related data were more discriminating as compared to
crisis event related data. This difference in information
gain values across the two datasets is partly indicative
of the reason for the learning algorithm performing better on non-crisis events.
In general, we observed the presence of repetitive
content, for example, in the form of advertising campaigns being popular during non-crisis events. Such repetitive content tends to convert to a feature distribution
with low variance, making it easier for predictors to
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Table 13: Most important features for identifying malicious content during crisis and non-crisis events separately.
Feature
Crisis Events
Length of parameter(s) in URL
No. of parameters in URL
Length of link field
Presence of Facebook App URL
No. of sentences
No. of characters
Avg. word length
Presence of message field
Avg. sentence length
No. of words
Non-crisis Events
Length of URL path
Length of link field
No. of URLs per word in text message
Presence of https in URLs
No. of characters
No. of sentences
No. of subdomains in URL
Application used to post
No. of words
No. of URLs

Source

Info.
gain

Link
Link
Metadata
Metadata
Text
Text
Text
Metadata
Text
Text

0.309
0.257
0.247
0.239
0.213
0.209
0.195
0.182
0.182
0.180

Link
Link
Text
Link
Text
Text
Link
Metadata
Text
Text

0.374
0.359
0.316
0.297
0.288
0.271
0.271
0.259
0.257
0.257

learn and discriminate between poor quality content
(with low variance) and benign content (with higher
variance). We believe that this was one of the probable
reasons for our models to perform better on non-crisis
events as compared to crisis events.

5.3 Dataset I versus Dataset II
Observations from our two ground truth datasets revealed a series of differences in the characteristics of
malicious content present in both these datasets. To
quantify these differences, we performed cross validation of the models obtained from Dataset I and Dataset
II separately. To this end, we tested the performance
of the Random Forest Classifier model obtained from
Dataset I, on Dataset II. Similarly, we tested the performance of the Random Forest Classifier model obtained from Dataset II, on Dataset I. We performed
a total of 100 experiments (using the 10 equally balanced randomly drawn training datasets from Dataset
I, tested on the 10 equally balanced randomly drawn
testing datasets from Dataset II, and vice versa) and averaged out the results of all experiments. Performance
of both the models dropped significantly when tested
across each other. The Random Forest Classifier model
trained on Dataset I achieved an accuracy of 39.42%
when tested on Dataset II. The Random Forest Classifier model trained on Dataset II was only 43.03% ac-

curate when tested on Dataset I. These observations
confirmed the intrinsic differences in the two types of
malicious content we found in the two ground truth
datasets, and highlighted that a single model is not
enough to solve the problem of real time malicious content detection on Facebook during news-making events.
We thus propose a two-fold approach wherein each
post goes through two separate supervised learning models to decide whether it is malicious or not. The post is
marked as malicious if either of the two models classify
the post as malicious. Since the two models are independent of each other, both models can work in parallel, thus minimizing time delay in the final decision and
maintaining real time efficiency.

6 Facebook Inspector: Implementation and
Evaluation
To provide an easy-to-use, real world solution for the
problem of detecting malicious content on Facebook,
we deployed Facebook Inspector in the form of a REST
API (Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface) and a browser plug-in. We utilized
both models we obtained (from Dataset I and Dataset
II) in the final deployed version.

6.1 Implementation
The implementation of Facebook Inspector includes a
back-end (comprising of two pre-trained models) and
a front-end (browser plug-in) which communicate over
HTTP RESTful APIs. Figure 10 shows the basic architecture and flow of the system.
6.1.1 Back-end
The flow of data and information in Facebook Inspector
is as follows: A user opens https://www.facebook.com in a
browser with Facebook Inspector installed and enabled,
and logs into her Facebook account. Once all the posts
have loaded on the page, the browser plug-in parses the
page and extracts the post IDs of all posts displayed on
the page. These post IDs are then sent by the plugin to our back-end server using REST protocol. This
communication takes place in parallel, i.e. communication for each post is independent of the others. We
do not scrape the post or user information from the
raw HTML source of the webpage; we merely pass the
post IDs to our back-end server. This is done for two
reasons: a) the webpage does not provide enough information about the post as required by our model. We
make authenticated requests to the Graph API, which
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Fig. 10: Architecture / flow diagram for Facebook Inspector. For each post, the plug-in sends the post ID to the
back-end via a HTTP request to the API. While the post is being processed at the back end, the plug-in displays
the text “Analysing” next to the post on the user’s Facebook page. Once processed, this text disappears, and a
“red alert marker” is displayed next to the post, if the post is deemed malicious.
provides more information about the post than what is
available on the webpage; and b) to maintain user privacy. While querying the Graph API, we are only able
to access public posts. This restricts the system to get
access to any private content, which users do not intend
to share publicly.
Once the back-end server receives a post ID, it makes
an authenticated request to Facebook’s Graph API to
fetch data about the post. This data is used to generate a feature vector for the post, and two prediction
probability scores are computed for the post, corresponding to the two pre-trained models obtained from
Dataset I and Dataset II (Section 5). We use the predict proba method in Python Sklearn’s RandomForestClassifier module (since the Random Forest Classifier
achieved highest accuracy (Table 8,Table 11)) to predict the class probability for the post instead of obtaining a class label directly. This is done to provide flexibility to external third-party applications using only the
API, and to enable them to choose their own thresholds
(depending on the use case) while making a decision on
whether a post is malicious or not. The system thus returns two scores corresponding to each of the two models separately, where each score (between 0.0 and 1.0)
captures the probability of the post being malicious. A
score greater than 0.5 signifies that the model deems

the post as malicious. In addition to probability scores,
the system also computes a label (Malicious / Benign)
and a confidence level (high / low) in this label, for
the front-end (browser plug-in). Table 14 shows the label and confidence level corresponding to the classification probability scores produced by Model I (trained
on Dataset I) and Model 2 (trained on Dataset II).
The final result (probability scores, label, and confidence level) is output by the back-end in JSON format
along with the original Facebook post ID, and sent to
the front-end.
Table 14: Label and Confidence level corresponding to
probability scores produced by Model I and Model II.
Model I score Model II score
Above 0.7
Above 0.7
Mean score above 0.5
Below 0.3
Below 0.3
Mean score below 0.5

Label
Malicious
Malicious
Benign
Benign

Confidence
High
Low
High
Low

Facebook Inspector’s REST API is publicly accessible and can be queried by sending a HTTP GET request
containing a Facebook post ID (fid ) and version parameter (example: http://multiosn.iiitd.edu.in/fbapi/endpoint/
?version=2.0&fid=369318403277259). We used Python’s
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webpy framework to implement the API. 18 All feature extraction and computation scripts are written in
Python, with MongoDB as the database. The hardware used for the implementation is a mid-range server
with running Ubuntu (server edition) with 64 Gigabytes
of RAM, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 0 @ 2.50GHz with
8 physical cores, and hyperthreading enabled. Due to
Facebook’s API limitations, our API currently works
only for public posts which are accessible through Facebook’s Graph API. 19
Open access to the Facebook Inspector API ensures
reproducibility and enables researchers to test our models on new data, and build upon our results. The API
also enables other researchers to easily comapre their
results with ours, which has been otherwise non-trivial
in the past.
6.1.2 Front-end
Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox are two most popular browsers, and account for over 87% of the total
market share. 20 These two browsers are thus, the ideal
target for the first version of our light-weight browser
plug-in. In order to minimize computation load on the
web browser, all heavy computations were offloaded to
the back-end server. The task of the plug-in is therefore, limited to making a GET request (to our back-end
server), and injecting a small image indicator next to
malicious posts. As a result, the browser plug-in has a
minimalistic memory and CPU footprint. This design
ensures that the system does not result in any performance bottleneck on the client’s web browser.
Facebook Inspector displays a small indicator image
next to the post, if the post is adjugded as malicious (as
shown in Figure 11). Hovering over the indicator image
shows the confidence level in the judgement. Users seeking more details about how the judgement was made,
can click on the image, which takes them to a web
page 21 with details about the entire framework. For
posts that are adjudged as benign, there is no indication. In addition, since the plug-in analyzes only public
posts, no indicator image is present for posts that are
not public.
Facebook Inspector is currently available for download publicly on Google Chrome store 22 and Mozilla

Fig. 11: Sample Facebook post marked as malicious by
Facebook Inspector. The small red image next to the
time of post indicates that the post may be malicious.
Hovering over the red image gives additional details to
the user.
store. 23 As of May 2016, Facebook Inspector had been
downloaded over 2,500 times, and had over 150 daily active users on average. This information helped us evaluate Facebook Inspector in terms of response time, performance, and usability. We now present the findings of
our evaluation.

6.2 Evaluation
During the first nine months of it’s deployment (August
2015 - May 2016), Facebook Inspector received over
2.76 million incoming requests. Out of these requests,
the system processed and evaluated 0.97 million unique
public posts. The remaining requests were for private
posts that were not publicly accessible via Facebook
Graph API. Table 15 shows the summary statistics of
the usage of Facebook Inspector since its date of first
release.
6.2.1 Response Time

18

http://webpy.org/
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20 As of May, 2016. Source: http://www.w3schools.com/
browsers/browsers stats.asp
21 http://precog.iiitd.edu.in/osm.html#fbi
22 https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/facebookinspector/jlhjfkmldnokgkhbhgbnmiejokohmlfc
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We analyzed the response time of the browser plugin, measured as the time elapsed between the moment
our back-end server received a request, and the moment the server returned a response for this request.
23
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Table 15: Summary statistics for the usage of Facebook
Inspector.
Date of first release of Facebook Inspector
Total incoming requests
Total posts processed
Total unique browsers (user-agent strings)
Total downloads
Total daily active users
Posts marked as malicious
Posts marked as benign
Average processing time per post

Aug. 23, 2015
2,765,211
974,426
602
2,500+
150+
188,650
785,776
2.635 seconds

This technique eliminated unwanted network delays induced because of variable Internet speeds across different Internet Service Providers and browser versions.
Figure 12 shows the CDF of response times for approximately 374,000 post analyzed by the latest version of
the Facebook Inspector framework. We did not capture
the response time information for posts during the initial few weeks of the deployment, until the framework
stabilized and some initial bugs were fixed.

Percent posts (CDF)

100

6.2.2 Performance
We recorded and analyzed the end-to-end response time
of Facebook Inspector as a combination of the time consumed by five main components of the framework; a)
classification (model I), b) classification (model II), c)
Graph API call (post data), d) Graph API call (user
data), and e) URL resolution. All other processing steps
like database entries, variable assignments, etc. accounted for less than 0.8% of the total time. Table 16
shows the mean and median time period (in seconds)
of these components.
Table 16: Breakdown of time consumed by the main
components of Facebook Inspector.
Step
Classification – Model I
Classification – Model II
GET request to Graph API
– post data
GET request to Graph API
– user data
URL resolution

Mean time
(seconds)
0.108
0.106
0.755

Median time
(seconds)
0.106
0.106
0.633

0.636

0.592

1.005

0.811
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Fig. 12: CDF of the response time (in seconds) of Facebook Inspector. The response time was 3 seconds or
lesser for approximately 80% of all posts. For over
99.3% of the posts, the response time was under 10
seconds.

The average response time for analyzing a post was
2.635 seconds, with a lowest response time of 1.212 seconds. As visible from the figure, the response time was
under 3 seconds for approximately 80% of all posts, and
under 10 seconds for 99.3% of all the posts. We further
broke down the total response time into various steps
(fetching data from the Graph API, feature vector creation, classification, etc.) that comprise the complete
processing sequence of a post. This analysis helped us
to better understand the entire process in terms of time
consumed, and identify potential bottlenecks and scope
for further improvement (if any) in terms of response
time. We now discuss the results of this analysis.

As evident from Table 16, URL resolution was the
most time consuming step, followed by GET requests
made to the Facebook Graph API for fetching user and
post data. Classification on pre-trained models took
approximately 1/10th of a second each, and was least
time consuming. Although a total mean response time
of 2.635 seconds makes Facebook Inspector faster than
some of the existing real time malicious content detection systems [Gupta et al., 2014], we observed further
scope of improvement by introducing parallel processing for the Graph API calls and classification steps.
Parallely executing Graph API calls and classification
steps further improved the response time by 0.742 seconds on average, reducing the total response time to
1.893 seconds.

6.2.3 Usability
The usability of any computer system is an important
aspect of its overall evaluation. Low usability not only
hampers user experience, but can also drive users away
from the system. It is therefore desirable for researchers
to test the usability of any new system they propose,
and work towards having an easy-to-use system for end
users.
To assess the overall usability and usefulness of Facebook Inspector, we conducted an online survey among
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its users. The survey contained the 10 standard questions of the System Usability Scale (SUS) [Brooke, 1996].
We recruited participants through word-of-mouth, mailing lists, and Facebook groups to participate in the usability study. The participants were offered a small cash
prize as an incentive for the time they spent for the
study. Participants were asked to download and install
the Facebook Inspector plug-in, use it, and fill the survey. The entire process took approximately 12-15 minutes per participant. A total of 53 participants completed the study.
We obtained an overall SUS score of 81.36 for Facebook Inspector, which translates to grade A on the SUS
scale, indicating that Facebook Inspector had higher
perceived usability than over 90% of all products tested
using the SUS. 24 Almost all participants (98.1%) found
Facebook Inspector easy to use (agree / strongly agree),
and none of the participants (0%) found the system
to be unnecessarily complex. Also, 67.9% of the participants said that they would like to use this system
frequently (agree / strongly agree). However in terms
of consistency, only 66% of the participants found the
system to be consistent (agree / strongly agree).
In addition to the usability survey, we also collected
qualitative feedback for the plug-in. We asked a group
of 36 undergraduate students studying computer science to download and use the plug-in, and report their
findings in terms of the usefulness of the plug-in. Most
student participants found the plug-in useful and easy
to use. Upon being asked about their initial reaction on
the plug-in, one of the participants said, “Saves your
time spent on spam links and hence enhances user experience.” Another participant spoke about the utility
of the plug-in, and how she found it to be a means to
mitigate spam; “A very interesting tool to curb the problem of users clicking random posts and spreading spamlike behavior.” Some participants mentioned that they
would have liked the plug-in to analyze private posts as
well. Participants also commented on the response time
of the tool. One participant mentioned, “[Facebook Inspector] Has good response time. Definitely useful tool
but false positive rate can be reduced.” The number of
false positives generated by the plug-in was a recurring
concern among some other participants too. One participant remarked, “The false positives were high and the
product can be made more useful by incorporating user
feedback which will further lead to decrease in false positives.” This finding was in line with the consistency
score we obtained for the plug-in during the usability evaluation. Participants expressed that some of the
posts in their timeline were marked as malicious even
though they were published by a verified page. For in24

https://measuringu.com/sus.php

stance, one of the participants said, “Pages like Humans
of New York and The Logical Indian are very reputed,
verified and legit accounts who post useful and interesting stuff. A lot of their posts were marked as malicious.”
This happened because Facebook Inspector does not
mark a post as benign just because its publisher is verified by Facebook, but looks at a combination of features to decide whether a post is malicious or not. The
2013 Wall Street crash based on a hoax tweet by a verified Associated Press account is a fitting example for
why it is not sufficient to trust content based on its
source alone. 25 Moreover, the framework is trained to
work on post related to news-making events. General
posts not relating to an event are expected to produce
unpredictable results in some cases.
Some participants also expressed the need for a separate label (probably green in color) for indicating benign posts. One participant stated that the plug-in could
be of particular help for minors; “[Facebook Inspector]
Can be useful for minors and people who lack the judgement to decide how the post is.” While most participants found some use for the plug-in, one participant
differed in opinion, and stated, “Generally, my feed consists of friends activities and articles of my interest,
usually from verified sources. So, it really didnt help in
that case.”

7 Challenges
We came across multiple challenges during the course
of our research. First, gathering Facebook data is a
challenging task. Prior to April 30, 2015, the search
endpoint of version 1.0 of the Graph API provided a
search method to collect keyword-specific public Facebook posts. However, the amount of data returned by
this API was minuscule. While Facebook reported 3 billion interactions during the 2014 FIFA world cup 26 , we
were able to collect only 67,406 posts about the event
from the API. Although we understand that part of
these interactions would not be public, Facebook does
not provide any information about the sampling techniques used by the APIs to provide data.
Secondly, the amount of information available via
Facebook APIs is limited. Unlike other OSNs like Twitter, Facebook does not provide profile or network details of users, unless the user explicitly grants permission. The friends network, number of posts, location,
interaction history, work details, etc. of a Facebook user
are not available publicly via APIs. Scraping this infor25

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-21508660
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mation through browser automation techniques is possible, but extremely time consuming. Such behavior is
also against Facebook’s terms of service. 27 Absence of
profile and network details depletes the potential feature set associated with a Facebook user, which could
be key to identifying malicious posts.
Further, the limited amount of information available
from Facebook is, in most cases, not sufficiently rich for
automated techniques to work effectively. As discussed
in Section 4 and 4.3, large proportion of Facebook posts
do not contain text. This eliminates the use of text
processing and natural language processing techniques
for extracting text level features from a post. Other
pieces of information comprising a Facebook post may
include likes and comments, which can potentially be
rich features for spam identification. However, likes and
comments are generated over time, and are absent at
the time a post appears on the social network, making
them futile for real time detection. Given the velocity
of information spread on OSNs, especially during newsmaking events, the real time aspect of malicious content
detection is of utmost importance.
With all the aforementioned challenges, it is safe to
conclude that devising automated techniques for real
time detection of malicious content on Facebook is a
non-trivial task. Although prior approaches have shown
promising results, the enormous volume and velocity of
information flow on Facebook demand simple, fast, and
robust approaches for quick and accurate detection of
malice.

8 Limitations and Future Work
The dataset of Facebook posts we collected is specific to
news-making events. We would like to emphasize that
the aim of our research is to identify malicious posts
generated during news-making events. Several efforts
have aimed to detect malicious content on Facebook
in the past [Gao et al., 2010, Rahman et al., 2012].
However, none of them specifically addressed content
specific to news-making events. Our results highlighted
that malicious content generated during news-making
events differs from malicious content in general. We also
showed that models for detecting malicious content in
general do not perform well on event-specific data (Section 5.1.1).
We do not claim that our dataset is representative
of the entire Facebook population. Facebook does not
provide any information about what fraction of public
posts is returned by Graph API search. However, to the
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best of our knowledge, our dataset of 4.4 million public posts and 3.3 million users is the biggest dataset in
literature, collected purely using Facebook APIs. The
only bigger dataset of Facebook posts used in research
in the past was collected by Gao et al. in 2010 [Gao
et al., 2010]. This dataset was collected by scraping
Facebook users’ walls in 2010, and consists of 187 million wall posts from 3.5 million users. However, this
dataset is not available publicly. There exist some other
anonymized datasets consisting of Facebook’s network
structure [McAuley and Leskovec, 2012, Catanese et al.,
2012, Traud et al., 2012, Opsahl, 2013, Viswanath et al.,
2009], and Facebook usernames [Security, 2010], but we
were not able to find any free datasets of user generated
Facebook content (posts) in the public domain.
We understand that the WOT ratings that we used
to create Dataset I are obtained through crowd sourcing, and may suffer biases. However, WOT states that
in order to keep ratings more reliable, the system tracks
each user’s rating behavior before deciding how much
it trusts the user. In addition, the meritocratic nature
of WOT makes it far more difficult for spammers to
abuse.
Preliminary experiments with crisis and non-crisis
event related malicious posts separately revealed that
it was harder to identify malicious posts during crisis
events as compared to non-crisis events. In future, we
would like to explore these results more, and attempt
to better understand the reasons behind these results.
The current architecture of Facebook Inspector is
restricted to public Facebook posts only. In future, we
would like to add support for analysing private posts,
such that users can opt to grant access to their private
content to Facebook Inspector for analysis.
9 Conclusion and Discussion
Online Social Network users are exposed to a plethora
of information from a variety of sources. The volume,
diversity, and velocity of content and sources that generate this content make it hard for most users to accurately assess the quality of content they consume.
As OSNs gain more significance as a valid resource for
news, especially during popular events, it becomes vital
to provide automatic techniques to assess the quality of
online information.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate Facebook
Inspector (FbI), a freely available real world solution
for automatic real time detection of malicious posts on
Facebook. Our large scale measurement study revealed
substantial presence of malicious content which evades
Facebook’s existing immune system. Based on empirical findings, Facebook Inspector works on pre-trained
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models capturing characteristic differences between malicious and benign posts, and computes class labels using a two-fold approach based on two diverse ground
truth datasets. Facebook Inspector distinguishes from
existing malicious content detection techniques in that
it does not rely on message similarity features, which
have been largely used in the past to detect campaigns.
Facebook Inspector detects malicious posts in real time
without depending on any engagement metrics associated with a post (likes, comments, or shares). Performance and user evaluation suggests that Facebook
Inspector is not only fast, but also easy to understand
and use for its end users.
The insights obtained from our work can be useful
for researchers to better understand the characteristics
of malicious content on Online Social Networks in general. Findings from our characterization and analysis of
malicious, poor quality content augment existing social
media research on credibility of user generated content.
Our results also provide conclusive proof that malicious
content in general is different from context-specific malicious content generated in context of news events, and
that models trained to detect malicious content in general are not effective for identifying context-specific malicious content. Further, the system built as part of this
research is effectively used by hundreds of Facebook
users everyday to make informed and intelligent decisions about content they consume on the network.
Malicious entities keep evolving; they change strategies and exhibit a drift in behavior to evade detection
over time. Our experiments showed that this drift problem can be tackled to an extent by our strategy of collecting data over a long period of time. However, this
technique of gathering data over extensive periods of
time may not always be favorable. In addition to the
time and resources required, this technique may not
be particularly helpful for addressing problems that require immediate attention, for example, zero-day attacks.
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